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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

NEITHER OBAMA NOR CRUZ Are U.S. Citizens!

March 22, 2016 – Jeff LICHTER writes the following about the current Obama & Cruz Constitutional ballot challenges:

Hi All,

I don’t usually stick my nose into these threads, but here’s an exception. Tom and George are correct that these ballot challenges haven’t helped us and may have hurt the cause. I wish that someone had the answers to what will work, but none of us do.

The only ray of hope I can offer is just that only a slim hope because as you all know Sheriff Arpaio’s and Mike Zullo’s “universe shattering evidence” has been delayed over two years now. But here is why it still may be our best hope if it ever does come forward in the form of a third press conference.

To use a baseball analogy, the Sheriff and his Cold Case Posse has thrown the first two strikes (Press Conference’s 1 and 2) but as in baseball, spectators usually pay little attention to strikes 1 and 2. They notice when the strike out occurs after the 3rd strike is thrown. Should Press Conference 3 occur (and I think one of the conditions required if Arpaio is ever to throw it, is that it gets the attention of the crowd (MEDIA), the public will get to know what we already know, that being that Obama issued a forged document to the nation. If they get to know and believe that, then they have to ask why he did such a criminal act of deception......

And that my friends exposes the base truth that he knew he wasn’t eligible or a natural born citizen....

Because the investigation IS STILL OFFICIALLY OPEN AND ONGOING and because Arpaio and Zullo are both very honest men who both remain fully committed to exposing this when they can, we can only hope.

Jeff

PS. No response necessary........ these threads need to end sometime, right?

The American Resistance Party replies by saying “NO! These threads DO NOT need to end sometime!” Neither Obama nor Cruz are US citizens! The resistances needs to continue daily. We cannot allow a felonious illegal alien to be a POTUS.
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